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“Nothing will work unless you do.” 
― Maya Angelou. Poet, singer, memoirist and civil rights activist.



Homework matters

At The Carlton Academy we believe that completion of meaningful homework is vital to the success of our students. It isn’t the just the

work completed in lessons that will determine the success of our students. They need to spend time independently honing the

knowledge and skills required for success. The benefits of learning to study independently stretch beyond just academic success. Our

students will develop skills of self-motivation, organisation and time management that will benefit that in many walks of life in the

future.

The research into homework and how students learn effectively shows that short frequent knowledge-learning tasks, with an emphasis

on self-quizzing will yield the greatest success for our students. In this booklet you will find descriptions of techniques and the resources

needed to successfully build a solid base of background knowledge. Completing this vital preparatory work at home allows more time in

lesson to be spend applying knowledge and in creative learning activities.

How to use this booklet

• This booklet contains pages for each subject. You should use these pages to support you in completing your homework.

• Each piece of homework should only take 30 minutes. You should set aside some of this time to check, mark and correct your

work.

• The tables on the following pages show you which subjects you must do homework for each week. You are must complete

homework for every subject, regardless of whether it is on Satchel One.

• All work is to be done in your blue homework book.

• The learning from the homework tasks will be checked through quizzing in lessons.

• On the following pages there is some guidance on how to complete some the activities that your teachers might set for you.



Big Homework

Alongside factual knowledge, we also want students to have the opportunity to work on more extended pieces of work. We call these

pieces of work Big Homeworks. Each half term there will be a piece of Big Homework for one subject. This half term it is for

Science. Rather than a knowledge organiser, the Science page has information and guidance about how to complete the Big

Homework. You should spend your Science homework time each week working on your Big Homework

Satchel One

We use Satchel One to communicate with students and parents. To increase the clarity of information put on Satchel One, each message

will include the following points:

• The week number and the dates, as outlined in the tables later in this booklet, between which the homework should be completed

• The date the homework is set will be the start of the week

• The due date for the homework will be the end of the week which the homework should be completed. This is not the day that it

will be checked in lessons. This will be a Sunday.

• Any extra direction that the teacher wishes to give eg. A particular activity that they want the students to complete

You must complete all the homework in a given week, as outlined in the tables later in this booklet, even if it has not been entered on

Satchel One.

Presentation

• The work that you do in your homework book must be completed in blue or black ink

• Drawings should be done in pencil.

• Each piece of work must have a date and a title.

• The date and title must be underlined using a ruler.

• You should draw a ruled lined across the page at the end of each piece of work.

• When you use a resource eg a revision clock, this must be stuck in.



Red pen, black pen.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and try to

remember it.

Cover the knowledge organiser and write what you can

remember in your prep book in blue or black pen.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything that

you had forgotten in red pen.

Repeat with a different section of the knowledge

organiser.

Questions and answers.

Use your knowledge organiser to write a list of

questions in your prep book.

Cover your knowledge organiser and write the answers

in your prep book.

Check your answers and correct any that you got wrong

with a red pen.

Revision clocks.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and try to

remember it.

Cover the knowledge organiser and write what you can

remember in the first section of your revision clock.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything that

you had forgotten.

Repeat with a different section of the knowledge

organiser.

Completing a whole clock is likely to take more than 1

homework session.



Text to pictures.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and draw

pictures/diagrams to help you to remember what you

are reading, on a piece of paper.

Cover the knowledge organiser and, using only your

diagrams as prompts, write what you can remember in

your prep book.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything that

you had forgotten.

Languages practice.

For French and Spanish you should use your knowledge

organisers to write sentences using key vocabulary.

Use the sentence structures and vocabulary lists

provided.

Practice the sentences with a family member or a friend.

A5 revision cards.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and

try to remember it.

Cover the knowledge organiser and write what you

can remember into a section of the diagram.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything

that you had forgotten.



The tables below are so that you can see the subjects that you need to produce homework for each week. It is up to you to decide on

which day you will complete the work for each subject. Once you have completed this ask a parent or carer to sign it off. It will be

checked at school.

Week 1: 19 Apr – 25 Apr

Subject Day completed Signed (home)
English 
Maths
Science
History
PRE
Art
Drama
Spanish

Week 2: 26 Apr-2 May

Subject Day completed Signed (home)
English 
Maths
Science
Geography
Technology (D and T, food or textiles)
Music
French
Business and IT



Week 3: 3 May – 9 May

Week 4: 10 May- 17 May

Subject Day completed Signed (home)
English 
Maths
Science
History
PRE
Art
Drama
Spanish

Subject Day completed Signed (home)
English 
Maths
Science
Geography
Technology (D and T, food or textiles)
Music
French
Business and IT



Week 5: 24 May - 30

Subject Day completed Signed (home)
English 
Maths
Science
Geography
Technology (D and T, food or textiles)
Music
French
Business and IT



Art

A    B   C   D

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6

Impressionism
This is the Art Movement 

we will be studying this 

term in Art. 

Artist Questions (Use Art 

terms and always write in 

full sentences)-

What is successful about 
the work?
How is colour used?
Use of the formal 
elements?

Art Analysis 
How to structure your writing.

Introduction: What is the name of the artist and what is the name 
of the piece you are looking at?  When was it made? 
What do you first think when looking at this piece of work?

Description: What types of colours and shapes has the artist used?  
How would you describe the lines and textures in the image? 
How do you think the piece of art was made? What sort of 
techniques and media did the artist use? 
Is there anything interesting or unusual that you notice about the 
work?

Interpretation: What do you think the meaning f the work is? Does 
the piece of work remind you of anything? If you were the artist, 
what would you call this piece of art and how would you further 
develop it?

Evaluation: What do you like the most about the piece of art? How 
does the piece relate to your own work? What ideas could you use 
from this piece in your own work?

Firstly, to begin with, secondly, in contrast, on the other hand, 
however, alternatively, in comparison with, particularly, especially, in 
particular, most importantly, equally, identically, likewise, coupled 
with, together with, similarly, for example, such as, specifically, 
including, evidence of this, to illustrate this, 

Use these 
words and 
phrases to help 
structure your 
written work:

Top Tips for Grid 
Drawing:
• Ensure the grid has 

light lines
• Label the boxes
• Ensure lines are 

straight and even-
use a ruler.

• Close Observation. 
Keep looking. 
Comparing and 
measuring where 
lines are placed. 
Use mathematical 
skill

The different 
lines, patterns 
and textures 
used in a 
piece of Art. 
Many Art 
materials can 
be used to 
produce this.



Art

These greys are more interesting 
than using black and white.
Analgous (Harmonious) colours 
are any three colours which are 
side by side on the colour wheel 
such as yellow, amber and orange. 
Warm and cool colours:
Warn colours such as red, yellow 

and orange evoke warmth and 
happiness. They advance space 
towards the eye. 
Coll colours such as blue, green 
and purple evoke a cool feeling. 
They recede away from the eye.
Black and white are not included 
on the artists colour wheel as they 
are thought of as ‘tones’ or ‘tints’ 
and shades.

Complementary Colours are 
colours which are directly 
opposite each other on the 
colour wheel such as 
Red and Green, Blue and 
Orange. These ‘opposite’ 
colours create the biggest 
contrast. If you mix two 
complementary colours 
together and add white, it 
makes grey.

PAINTING TOP 
TIPS
- Add water to the 
paint to create a 
smooth and even 
consistency.
- Roll your brush 
on the side of the 
palette to create a 
fine edge
- When you want 
a neat edge fan 
out the brush on 
the paper to 
create a smooth 
line and its even.
- Only use a pea 
size amount of 
paint- less is more

HOMEWORK SUPPORT:
Image- Think carefully about the composition 
(layout). Full and interesting.
Drawing- Use the grid system, plotting lines and 
shapes for accuracy. Use pencil and add tone and 
details to show real forms and textures.

http://www.the-artists.org/posters/posters_click.php?id=1099867


Design and Technology
YOU SHOULD ONLY COMPLETE THE TASKS SET FOR THE CURRENT ROTATION.

• Self finishing. No need to sand/paint/varnish.
• Can be made into complex shapes due to wide range 

of moulding/forming processes.
• Readily available
• Large environmental impact
• Not biodegradable
Thermoplastic – Plastic that can be heated and re-
moulded.
Easy to recycle.
Thermosetting Plastic – Plastic that can be heated to 
mould, but not reheated.
Can’t be recycled.

Plastics

Made from the waste sections of felled trees – the parts 
which are of little use as planks. The wood is reduced to 
pulp, particles or thin strips and bonded together using 
special adhesives or resins.
• come in sheet form (usually 1.2 x 2.4m)
• are extremely stable and of uniform thickness
• are less expensive than laminating planks of timber
• can be covered with veneers
• are available in a variety of thicknesses (3, 6, 9, 12, 

15, 18, 22mm etc).

Manufactured Boards

Carbon Footprint
Every product we manufacture has a carbon footprint 
due to the CO2 released during the products life cycle. 
The carbon produced has a serious impact on our global 
warming and companies can reduce this impact by 
limiting their use of fossil fuels, energy consumption and 
designing for reuse or recycling. Further information can be found on www.technologystudent.com

Non-Renewable Resources

Raw materials that come from non-renewable 
(finite) resources that are in limited supply. 
Examples of these include oil, ores and minerals. 
They are natural materials but they will eventually 
run out. 

Renewable Resources

Renewable means we can create more as 
long as they are regrown or replaced. 
Examples include timber (wood/card/paper) 
or cotton etc. Timber that carries the FSC 
logo is renewable as it is replanted.  

Materials fall into two categories: 

Sustainability
The products we manufacture are consuming the Earths resources at an alarming rate. 

Sustainability refers to products that have been designed and made to have a lesser impact on the 
environment. Responsible designers and companies modify design ideas to ensure that sustainability issues 
are taken into account when choosing materials, processes and finishes. 

Forest Stewardship Council works to improve forest management 
worldwide.

The FSC trademarks provide a guarantee to consumers that the 
products they buy come from responsible sources.

Hardwood – usually obtained from deciduous
trees, which lose their leaves in autumn.

• usually grow in warmer more humid 
climates, mainly in South America and 
Asia

• grow slowly (80+ years)

• are more difficult to sustain than 
softwoods

• are more expensive than softwoods

• are strong and hardwearing.

Softwood – usually obtained from coniferous
trees, which keep their leaves in winter.

• usually grow in colder climates and are 
mainly grown in Scandinavia and Northern 
Europe

• grow thin, needle-like leaves

• grow relatively quickly (30 years)

• are easier to sustain than hardwood trees

• are easy to cut and shape 

• are usually cheaper than hardwoods.

http://www.technologystudent.com/


Design and Technology
YOU SHOULD ONLY COMPLETE THE TASKS SET FOR THE CURRENT ROTATION.

Further information can be found on www.technologystudent.com

Is when a company use research and 
development to find new technologies. 
This is then applied to a new innovative 
product. An example is Bluetooth, 
Companies now find ways to include this in 
other products. E.g. Bluetooth speakers, 
Bluetooth cars etc.

Technology Push

This is when market demand drives the 
need for new products eg. Teenagers kept 
dropping mobiles and smashing the 
screens so pop sockets were invented.

Market Pull

Designers /design movements– Research 
some of these designers and movements
Design Movements:-
• Art Nouveau
• Art Deco
• Memphis
• Bauhaus

Designers:-
• James Dyson
• William Morris
• Alec Issigonis
• Ettore Sottsass
• Marcel Breuer

Butt Joint Dowell Joint Lap Joint Mitre Joint

Woods Joints

Lever

A lever changes an input movement 
and force into an output movement 
and force. 
The load is the object to be moved.
The effort is the force applied to 
move the load.

A lever moves around a fixed point 
called a pivot or fulcrum.

Electronics
Circuits consist of:-

Inputs – Switches and types of sensors that can 
detect.

Process- usually a micro processer or micro chip 
this component can think and make  decisions.

Output- Something that does something usually a 
buzzer, light or motor.

Cams and Followers

A cam mechanism has three 
parts – a cam, a slide and a 
follower.

When the cam rotates, the 
follower moves up and 
down in a reciprocating 
motion.

http://www.technologystudent.com/


Design and Technology
YOU SHOULD ONLY COMPLETE THE TASKS SET FOR THE CURRENT ROTATION.

Tiny ‘hairs’ that are spun into yarns – the threads that are 
woven or knitted into fabrics. 

• Fibres come in lengths – short = staple fibres and long = 
filaments.

• Yarns made from filaments are smooth
• Yarns made from staple fibres tend to be ‘hairier’.
• Yarns are available in different thicknesses:

- 1-ply = single yarn
- 2-ply = two yarns twisted together
- 3-ply = three yarns twisted together

Fibres

Fibres obtained from natural sources (plants and animals). 
Harvested and processed before being spun into yarn.
• Come from renewable sources (always produce more)
• Sustainable. 
• Biodegradable
• Often recyclable. 
• Absorbent and strong when dry
• Poor resistance to biological damage e.g. moths and 

mold. 

Wool:
• From a sheep’s fleece – sheared, cleaned, washed 

(scoured) and combed (carding).
LINEN:
• From the stalk of a flax plant – remove the seeds, loosen 

the bark (retting), remove the bark (scutching), carding.
COTTON:
• From the seed pods of the cotton plant – treated with 

chemicals, cleaned, seeds removed, carding.
SILK:
• From the cocoon made by silk worms – soften the gum 

by soaking in warm water, the filament is then unwound 
(reeling).

Natural fibres

Man-made fibres made from polymers that 
come mainly from coal or oil.
POLYESTER, LYCRA, ACRYLIC (coal):
• Crude oil is heated to separate the 

chemicals, some of the chemicals are made 
into polymers, polymers are melted to form 
a liquid, it’s then cooled to form long 
filaments that are turned into yarn.

NYLON (oil):
• Coal is heated in a container to make a 

sludge called coal tar, the chemicals are 
turned into monomers which are used to 
form filaments and turned to yarn.

Synthetic fibres
Woven – interlacing two sets of 
yarns.

Knitted – interlocking one or 
more yarns together using 
loops.

Bonded – non –woven ‘webs’ 
made of synthetic fibres glued 
or melted together.

Making fabrics



Design and Technology – Food 

Top Shelf -

It is best for pre-prepared foods such as 
yogurt, cheese and sauces. Store cooked 
meat and leftovers in sealed containers 
on the shelves underneath. 

Bottom shelf -
Keep raw meat, fish and poultry in its 
sealed packaging, or place it in sealed 
containers and store on the bottom shelf. 

The door racks are a good place for eggs, 
condiments, jam and fruit juice. 

Door racks -

The Eatwell Guide

Temperatures to store food and cook food
0-5 °C - fridge temperature 
-18 °C - freezer temperature 
Food is said to be cooked and bacteria killed at 75°C for 2 minutes 

Carbohydrates- They need to be wholemeal and starchy as they are released 
slowly to give us energy.
Proteins- This is needed for growth and repair you should have at least 2 
portions of fish a week and eat less processed proteins.
Dairy and Fats- This helps with strong bones and teeth. Fats help protect 
your vital organs. You need to choose low fat products. 
Fruit and vegetables- 5 portions of fruit and veg should be eaten each day. 
This helps get all your vital vitamins.
Oil and spreads- Choose unsaturated options and ensure only small amounts 
are eaten.

Seasonality in food
Seasonality of food refers to the times of year 
when a given type food is at its peak, either in 
terms of harvest or its flavour. This is usually the 
time when the item is the cheapest and the 
freshest on the market. The food's peak time in 
terms of harvest usually coincides with when its 
flavour is at its best.

The Kitchen Brigade
Brigade de cuisine (French: kitchen brigade) is a system of hierarchy 
found in restaurants and hotels employing staff, commonly referred to as 
"kitchen staff". Roles include sous-chef, commis chef, saucier, pâtissier, 
entremetier, rotisseur and poissonier.

Further information can be found on www.foodafactforlife.org.uk

PLEASE ONLY COMPLETE THE TASKS SET FOR THE CURERNT ROTATION.

http://www.foodafactforlife.org.uk/


Drama

What is the meaning of these words that describe the Performance Skills of an Actor?







French

Module: Ma zone

Là où j'habite Where I live

Qu'est-ce qu'il y a...? What is there...?

Il y a.... There is...

Un café A café

Un centre commercial A shopping centre

Un centre de loisirs A leisure centre

Un château A castle

Un cinéma A cinema

Une église A church

Un hôtel A hotel

Un marché A market

Un parc A park

Un restaurant A restaurant

Un stade A stadium

Une patinoire An ice rink

Une piscine A swimming pool

Des magasins shops

Des musées museums

Il n'y a pas de There isn't a/ there are 
no

Les opinions Opinions

Tu aimes ta ville/ton 
village?

Do you like your 
town/village?

Je pense que... I think that

A mon avis... In my view

C'est.. It's

bien good

super great

joli pretty

intéressant interesting

ennuyeux boring

Vraiment nul Really rubbish

Trop pétit Too small

Tu es d'accord? Do you agree?

Oui, je suis d'accord Yes, I agree

Non, je ne suis pas 
d'accord

No, I disagree

Les directions Directions

Pardon.. Excuse me..

Où est...? Where is...?

Où sont...? Where are...?

C'est It is

à gauche left

à droite right

Tout droit Straight on

Au carrefour At the crossroads

entre between

derriere behind

devant In front of

Qu'est qu'on peut faire à..? What can you do in/at..?

Je peux I can

Tu peux You can

Il/elle on peut He/she/we can

Nous pouvons We can

Vous pouvez You can

Ils/elles peuvent They can

Aller au concert Go to a concert

Faire du vélo Go cycling

Manger au 
restaurant

Eat at a 
restaurant

Visiter les 
monuments

Visit the 
monuments

Les verbes clés Key verbs

J'ai I have

Je suis I am

J'aime I like



French

Self-Quiz Questions

1. Translate: I live in a village in Nottingham.

2.Translate: In my town there is a cinema and a stadium.

3. Translate: In my town there are many parks but there isn't a shopping 

centre..

4. Translate: I like my town because it is pretty.

5. Translate: My town is very small and boring.

Self-Quiz Questions Answers
1. Write a short paragraph in 

French about what there is 

and isn’t in your town.

2. Write a short paragraph 

talking about what you like to 

do in your town.

3. Write a short paragraph 

about your opinion on your 

town.

MODULE: Ma zone

Active Learn

Reading % Listening %

1

2

3

4

Question Answer

Ou habites-tu?
Where do you live?

Qu'est-ce qu'il y a dans ta ville?
What is there in your town?

Qu'est-ce qu'on peut faire dans ta ville?
What can you do in your town?

Tu aimes ta ville?
Do you like your town?

er ir re

Je e is s

tu es is s

il/elle/on e it -

nous ons issons ons

vous ez issez ez

ils/elles ent issent ent

Present tense 
endings:



Business and IT

•A target market is the set of customers sharing common needs, wants & 
expectations that a business tries to sell to. Selecting the target market is one part 
of the marketing strategy process, and should normally follow an analysis of the 
available market segments.
•A Unique Selling Point is a feature or benefit that separates a product from its 
competitors.
•A USP could be a lower price, a smaller version of the product, offering extra 
functions, or even simply producing a standard product in a range of colours or 
designs.

Parts of a job advert:
•Job title
•Salary
•Location
•Introduction to your business
•Role and responsibilities
•Key requirements (qualifications and skills

Methods of promotion:
Types of media for advertising include:
television
radio
print, eg newspapers and leaflets
social media
websites
billboards and posters, eg on buses and trains
Sponsorships
Sponsorships provide financial support to an event, person or organisation, either through free products or services, or 
through a financial payment. In return, the business, product or service is prominently displayed.
Sponsorship is commonly used at sporting events, conferences, exhibitions and charity events.
Product trials
Product trials are designed to encourage consumers to try a product either for free or at a reduced cost.
A product trial may involve offering:
free samples, eg food products
free trials, eg movie streaming services
trial offers, eg money back on a purchase
Special offers
Special offers are a type of sales promotion. They offer incentives to persuade consumers to make a purchase. 
Examples include:
discounts
competitions
buy-one-get-one-free offers
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Geography
This is your short answer test on weather and climate. Your teacher will tell you the exact date of the test, remember that you 

are expected to prepare thoroughly. You must get 70% to pass, but most students get 95-100% if they work hard. This is NOT a test of 
ability but of hard work. You should revise a bit each week on the questions you have studied in lessons.

1. What is the difference between weather and climate? Weather is what you GET on any given day, climate is what 
you would EXPECT to get based on average weather for a given time and place.

2. How many years of weather data are usually used to decide what the climate is like for an area? 30 years.

3. What is the name of the climate type in Britain? Temperate.

4. What climate type do you find mainly on the equator? Tropical Rainforest

5. What climate type do you find around 30 degrees latitude (north and south of the equator). Hot Desert.

6. What instrument is used to measure air pressure? Barometer.

7. What instrument would you use to measure temperature? Thermometer.

8. What instrument would you use to measure wind speed? Anemometer.

9. Name at least 3 factors that would impact on a microclimate. Surface/ buildings/ Shelter/ physical features/ aspect.

10. What type of rainfall is caused by intense heating? Convectional.

11. What type of rainfall is caused by mixing warm and cold air? Frontal

12. What type of rainfall is caused by air being forced over hills? Relief or topographical.

13. What type of pressure of depressions have? Low pressure.

14. What type of pressure do anticyclones have? High pressure.

15. Give at least two characteristics of depressions. Windy/ rainy/ unsettled/ Low pressure/ anti-clockwise winds in 
northern hemisphere.

16. Give at least two characteristics of anticyclones. Calm/ sunny/ settled/ extreme temperatures- hot in summer, cold 
in winter/ large changes in temperature between day and night/ little or no rainfall/ frost and fog can often occur.



History Page 1
The Stuarts

Stuarts Short Answer Test
1. For how many years did Charles I rule without parliament? 11 (the 11 years tyranny)
2. What was the name of the unpopular tax introduced by Charles in 1634? Ship money
3. What did Charles try to introduce in Scotland that led to them declaring war? The English Prayer 

Book
4. What did Charles do to the 5 main rebels in parliament in 1642? Arrested them
5. How did Charles respond to parliaments demand for power (the 19 Propositions)? Raised an 

army
6. Where did Charles raise his standard and declare war against parliament in 1642? Nottingham
7. Who led parliament’s armies? Oliver Cromwell
8. What names were given to soldiers on each side of the English Civil War? Cavaliers (for the King) 

and Roundheads (for parliament)
9. Name one of the main battles in the English Civil War. Edgehill, Marston Moor, Naseby
10. When was Charles beheaded? 30th January 1649
11. What title did Cromwell take following his victory in the civil war? Lord Protector
12. What religion did Cromwell follow? Puritanism
13. Name a reason why Cromwell could be considered a hero . He showed the importance of 

parliament, he was passionate about his religion, he refused to take the crown when it was 
offered to him

14. Name a reason why Cromwell could be considered a villain . He was incredibly brutal in his 
attacks on Ireland, he showed no mercy to Catholics, he was supposed to be a man of the 
people but lived in a palace.

15. In which year was the monarchy restored and who was the new king? (2) 1660, Charles II
16. What nickname was given to Charles II and why? (2) The Merry Monarch, he restored fun 

activities and loved a party!
17. What was the problem with the new king who came to the throne in 1685? James II was Catholic
18. What happened in 1688? The Glorious Revolution where there was a revolution against King 

James II
19. Who were the new monarchs? William and Mary
20. What did the 1689 Bill of Right guarantee for the future? Parliament now had legal rights and 

the monarch could no longer just get rid of them

Your teacher will tell you the exact date of the test, remember that you are expected to prepare thoroughly. You must get 70% to pass, but most students get 
95-100% if they work hard. This is NOT a test of ability but of hard work. You should revise a bit each week on the questions you have studied in lessons.

A print showing the execution 
of Charles II 



Maths

Our weekly homework routines…

1
You will always be set at least one homework a 
week by your teacher. 

2

Your teacher will choose the lesson they want you 
to learn and will pick it so that you are revising an 
important Maths topic for revision.  As such, you 
have already probably covered it in class but 
might have forgotten so your homework is to 
revise as, to be a great learner, you need to revise 
all the time (not just before tests!).

3
You need to spend 30 minutes on your homework 
as this shows effort and commitment and will 
ensure that you do quality homework.

4

You will always be expected to 
i) watch the video + take notes;
ii) write down your quiz workings neatly;
iii) mark your own work, make corrections and 

write down your score at the end.

5

Homework will be checked by your teacher in 
class once a week during your starter.  You will be 
expected to bring your homework book to class 
and leave it open on the desk for your teacher to 
inspect.



Maths

Class
Due Tuesday 27th

April
Due Tuesday 4th

May
Due Tuesday 11th

May
Due Tuesday 18th

May
Due Tuesday 25th

May

7X1
56 - Round decimal 
numbers

130 - Round to 
significant figures

80 - Fractions 
(worded problems)

481 - Alternate 
angles

483 - Corresponding 
angles

7X2
812 - Angles around 
a point (1)

483 - Corresponding 
angles

482 - Co-interior 
angles

486 - Angles in a 
triangle (2)

825 - Quadrilaterals 
(2)

7X3
351 - Probability of 
single events (1)

352 - Probability of 
single events (2)

353 - Probability of 
an event not 
happening

356 - Experimental 
probability & relative 
frequency

329 - Simplify ratios

7X4
485- Angles in a 
triangle (1)

477- Angles on a 
straight line (1)

560- Interior Angles 
in Quadrilaterals

31- Highest Common 
Factor (listing)

34- Lowest Common 
Multiple (listing)

7Y1
56 - Round decimal 
numbers

130 - Round to 
significant figures

80 - Fractions 
(worded problems)

481 - Alternate 
angles

483 - Corresponding 
angles

7Y2
812 - Angles around 
a point (1)

483 - Corresponding 
angles

482 - Co-interior 
angles

486 - Angles in a 
triangle (2)

825 - Quadrilaterals 
(2)

7Y3
351 - Probability of 
single events (1)

352 - Probability of 
single events (2)

353 - Probability of 
an event not 
happening

356 - Experimental 
probability & relative 
frequency

329 - Simplify ratios

7Y4
485- Angles in a 
triangle (1)

477- Angles on a 
straight line (1)

560- Interior Angles 
in Quadrilaterals

31- Highest Common 
Factor (listing)

34- Lowest Common 
Multiple (listing)

7Y5
56 - Round decimal 
numbers

691 - Metric units of 
measure

461 - Drawing angles 485 - Angles in a 
triangle (1)

477 - Angles on a 
straight line (1)



Music

A riff is a short repeated phrase in 
popular music and jazz, typically used 
in an introduction or chorus in a 
song.

A hook is a musical idea, often a short riff, passage, or phrase, 
that is used in popular music to make a song appealing and to 
"catch the ear of the listener". The term generally applies to
popular music, especially rock, R&B, hip hop, dance, and pop. 

Pitch High & Low

Tempo Fast & Slow

Dynamics Loud & Quiet

Texture Thick & Thin

Duration Long & Short

Timbre Instrument sound

Melody The tune / the part of the song you sing along 
to

Harmony The music below the melody, the 
accompaniment

Notes on the lines = 
EGBDF (from bottom to top)
Every Greedy Budgie Dies Fat!

Notes in the spaces = 
FACE (from bottom to 
top)

Chords -

You will be reading notation in this project and this diagram will 
help you

Black note on the
left (flat)

Black note on the
right (sharp)



PRE

Life after death: the debate of what happens to 
you after you die.
The soul: the immaterial (not physical) part of a 
body which is immortal (does not die).
Animal testing: the process used to test products 
on animals to make sure they are safe for human 
use. 
Creation: In religion, the terms used for the 
creation of the world by God in 6 days. 
Big bang theory: a scientific theory of how the 
world began which states the universe started from 
a single matter which expanded over time. 
Designer baby: Embryos (the beginning stage of a 
baby) which have been chosen for specific traits 
(e.g. hair colour) or been modified to change their 
appearance. 
Cloning: a process which makes and exact copy of 
the original thing. For example dolly the sheep. 
Genetic engineering: The process where the 
structure and characteristics of a gene are changed.
Reincarnation: The belief that after you die you are 
reborn in to a different body.
Knowing: Having proof that something is real.
Believing: Not having proof that something is true 
but you believe it’s true for your own reasons.
Terrorism: the threat or use of violence with the 
intent of causing fear in a target group, in order to 
achieve political objectives.

1. What do hedonists say is the meaning of life? That life is about 
having as much fun as possible.

2. What are the four main beliefs about life after death? 1.
reincarnation, 2. reward/punishment, 3. spirit lives on, 4. nothing.

3. What is a paranormal? Events that are beyond scientific 
understanding such as ghosts or psychics.

4. What is reincarnation? The rebirth of a soul in another body.
5. What is a near death experience? An experience taking place on 

the brink of death, usually an out of body experience or vision of 
the afterlife.

6. What is the soul? The spiritual part of a human being or animal, 
regarded as immortal.

7. What do Christians believe about the soul? Souls live on after the 
body dies. People are made to have an eternal relationship with 
God.

8. What is materialism? The belief that material possessions are more 
important than spiritual values. 

9. Name three views on the meaning of life: Spiritual, Materialistic, 
Pleasure.

10.What is the Big Bang theory? The idea that the world started from 
a single matter that expanded over many years to create the 
universe and the earth.

11.What is a clone? To make a replica. An exact copy. 
12.What is the term used that means the process where the structure 

and characteristics of a gene are changed? Genetic Engineering.
13.What is the difference between knowing and believing? If you 

know something, you can prove it. If you believe something, you 
might not have proof, but you think it is true.

14.What is cyber terrorism? Where people use information 
technology to cause disruption and financial chaos.

15.What is state terrorism? Where politicians use violence and 
threat to terrorise their own people or another country. E.g. 
selling weapons to terrorists.
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Science - Biology

Three important structures in the uterus:
1. Placenta – where substances pass between 

mother’s blood and foetus’s blood
2. Umbilical cord – connects foetus to placenta
3. Fluid sac – protects the foetus

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

Stamen: the male reproductive part of the 
flower
Anther: produces pollen, the male gamete
Filament: holds up the anther
Carpel: the female reproductive part of the 
flower
Stigma: pollen grains stick to this
Style: holds up the stigma
Ovary: contains ovules, the female gamete

Gamete: these are sex cells
Fertilisation: when the nucleus of a sperm and the 
nucleus of an egg cell join
Gestation: the time in the uterus from fertilisation to 
birth
Uterus: Where a baby develops until it’s birth
Embryo: the ball of cells formed when a fertilised 
egg divides
Foetus: Formed from an embryo that has been 
growing for 8 weeks

Insect-pollinated 
plants

Wind-pollinated
plants

Bright colored petals 
and sweet smell

Small, dull petals

Contain nectar No nectar

Sticky or spiky pollen Pollen has low mass

Anther and stigma 
firmly held

Anthers hang out of 
flower

Little pollen Lots of pollen

Sticky stigma Stigma hang out of 
flower

What do seeds need for growth?
1. Water – allows embryo to swell
2. Oxygen – for respiration
3. Warmth – speeds up reactions

4 methods of seed dispersal
1. Wind eg dandelion
2. Animal – internal (eat fruit and spread 

seed in droppings) or external (seeds 
stick to the animal

3. Water – seeds drop into and float in 
water

4. Explosive- pods burst when they are 
ripe



Science - Chemistry

•Physical changes are reversible. They include changes of state and dissolving.
•Chemical reactions are not reversible.
•There are a number of ways to detect a chemical reaction: flames, sparks,  smell, temperature change, bangs,  or 

fizzing/bubbles.
• In a chemical reaction, atoms are re-arranged to make new substances.
•Law of conservation of mass:

Mass of reactants = mass of products.

W
EE

K
 4

•Burning is also called combustion.
• In a thermal decomposition reaction, a compound breaks down when it is heated.
• In a neutralisation reaction, an acid and a base cancel each other out.
• If an acid reacts with a base, a salt and water are made.
• If an acid reacts with metal, a salt and hydrogen are made.

W
EE

K
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Chemicals before the reaction.

Always on the left.

Chemicals after the reaction.

Always on the right.



Spanish
¿Qué haces durante el recreo? 
– what do you do during break?

Como I eat

Bebo I drink

Leo I read

Escribo I write

Hablo I speak

A veces Sometimes

Todos los días Everyday

Siempre Always

¿Cómo es tu uniforme? 
– What is your uniform like?

Llevo I wear

Tengo que llevar I have to wear

Un vestido A dress

Una camisa A shirt

Unos calcetines Some socks

Unos pantalones Some trousers

Una corbata A tie

Un jersey A jumper

Unos vaqueros Some jeans

Unos zapatos Some shoes

Una chaqueta A blazer

Una camiseta A t-shirt

Una falda a skirt

Me gustaría 
llevar

I would like to 
wear

Opiniones sobre el uniforme-
opinions about uniform

El uniforme 
es…

The uniform 
is…

Anticuado/a Old fashioned

Barato/a Cheap

Bonito/a Pretty

Caro/a Expensive

Cómodo/a Comfortable

Elegante Elegant

Feo/a Ugly

Guay Cool

Incómodo/a Uncomfortable

Nuevo/a New

Práctico/a Practical

Viejo/a old

¿Cómo eres? – What are you like?

Soy... I am...

Ambicioso/a Ambitious

Responsable Responsible

Práctico/a Practical

Paciente Patient

Creativo/a Creative

Sociable Sociable

Organizado/a Organised

Inteligente Intelligent

¿En qué te gustaría trabajar? – What would you like to work as?

camarero/a A waiter Cantante Singer

dependiente/a A shop assistant Policía Police 

jardinero/a A gardener Taxista Taxi driver

Recepcionista A receptionist Mecánico Mechanic

Profesor(a) teacher Enfermera Nurse 

cocinero/a A cook Diseñadora Designer

peluquero/a A hairdresser Periodista Journalist 

medico doctor Abogada Lawyer 

limpiador(a) A cleaner actor/actriz actor/actress

¿En qué te gustaría trabajar?
– What would you like to work as?

Creo que… I believe that…

Pienso que… I think that…

En mi opinión… In my opinion…

Quiero + inf I want + inf

Me gustaría + inf I would like + inf

(No) se debe You must (not) Tengo que I have to

Está prohibido It is banned Tenemos que We have to

Escuchar música To listen to music Comer chicle To chew gum

Correr en los 
pasillos

To run in the 
corridors

Hacer los deberes To do homework

Llevar 
maquillaje

To wear make up Llevar joyas To wear jewellery

Llevar uniforme To wear uniform Usar el móvil en 
clase

To use your phone 
in class

¿Cómo son las reglas? – What are the rules like?



Spanish
Self-Quiz Questions Answers

1. Write a short paragraph in 

Spanish: describe what your 

uniform is like and what you 

would like to wear.

2. Write a description of your 

school: say what you are like as 

person and what job you would 

like to have.

3. Translate. En mi insti tengo 

que llevar uniforme, una falda 

gris y una camisa blanca y no me 

gusta porque es anticuado y 

muy feo.

4. Translate. Soy una persona 

ambiciosa y creativa por eso me 

gustaría ser diseñadora. Así que 

voy a ir a la universidad y tener 

un trabajo interesante.

Self-Quiz Questions

1. Translate: Durante el recreo primero como una chocolatina.

2.Translate: En mi insti llevo uniforme y tengo que llevar una corbata 

amarilla.

3. Translate: No me gusta el uniforme porque es incómodo y feo.

4. Translate: Soy ambicioso y por eso quiero ser abogado.

5. Translate: At break, sometimes I drink water and everyday I eat fruit.

6. Translate: We have to wear uniform but I like it because it’s elegant

7. Translate: I am very intelligent and so I would like to be a doctor.

8. Translate: I am going to live abroad and earn a lot of money.

Active Learn

Reading % Listening %

1

2

3

Immediate future

voy

a infinitive

vas

va

vamos

vais

van

Present tense

-AR -ER -IR

I + o +o +o

You +as +es +es

He/she +a +e +e

We +amos +emos +imos

You (pl) +áis +éis +ís

they +an +en +en

Por eso So/therefore

Así que So/therefore

In the future En el futuro

Muy Very

Bastante Quite 


